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40.1 Introduction

In many areas of life, people encounter self-

control dilemmas on a daily basis, if not multiple

times a day. In the health domain, people may

experience a conflict between an active lifestyle

and the short-term gratification of curling up on

the couch or between an appropriate bedtime and

a series cliffhanger that tempts them to stay up.

When it concerns financial matters, people have

to balance long-term benefits of saving up for

pensions or buying a home while being

bombarded with marketing strategies and oppor-

tunities for short-term gratifying consumer beha-

vior. Relating to interpersonal affairs, controlling

one’s behavior when interacting with loved ones

can be challenging after a taxing work day or

when fatigue sets in. These examples illustrate

the potential of self-control as a means to prior-

itize long-term goals (such as staying fit) over

Practical Summary

Pursuing long-term goals such as studying for an exam, saving enough money for a
deposit to buy a house, and maintaining a harmonious interpersonal relationship
requires persistence on important behaviors that lead to goal progress and avoidance
of the myriad distractions and other available courses of action, particularly those that
are more immediately appealing and rewarding. Such endeavors require “good” self-
control. Individuals with good self-control demonstrate persistence on tasks toward a
particular goal and are adept at avoiding temptations that may derail those efforts.
Such individuals usually develop good habits for desirable behaviors and strategically
avoid situations where they might be tempted. Although research suggests that good
self-control is relatively stable, there is evidence that self-control ability canbe improved
through training. A typical approach to training self-control involves individuals
regularly engaging in tasks that require them to inhibit their innate desires and
“dominant” responses. These tasks can be computerized tasks that require inhibition
of awell-learned response or eveneveryday taskswith a similar requirement (e.g., using
the nondominant hand or avoiding colloquial speech). Over time, such tasks have been
shown to improve self-control for other behaviors. Despite the promising early findings
of self-control training studies in improving behavioral outcomes, more studies are
needed to examine the persistent effects of self-control training on meaningful,
adaptive outcomes in the long term and in “real-world” contexts.
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gratification of immediate concerns (such as

watching television all night).

Many studies have demonstrated that self-control

is an important contributing factor in determining

behavior and outcomes in multiple life domains.

For example, high self-control is associated with

better health and well-being, adjustment, and satis-

fying social relationships, whereas low self-control

is associated with poor health, addiction, financial
debt, poor academic achievement, and lower job

performance (De Ridder et al., 2012; Moffitt et al.,
2011; Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Not

only are peoplewith high self-controlmore success-

ful in various ways; they are also happier. For

example, research has demonstrated that indivi-

duals with high self-control report greater happiness

and psychological well-being (Cheung et al., 2014;

Hofmann et al., 2014). From this broad evidence

base, it follows that interventions that are effective

in promoting high self-control have the potential to

promote behaviors that will lead to better well-

being and adaptive outcomes. However, despite

accumulating insights into the impact of self-con-

trol on people’s lives, the development of interven-

tions that improve self-control is still in a relatively

early stage. Consistent, high-quality evidence for

the implementation and long-term effectiveness of

interventions to improve self-control is lacking.

This chapter focuses on the current body of

knowledge that has informed self-control inter-

ventions and provides an overview of the state of

the research on the interventions as well as sug-

gestions for future research that is required to

gain a more comprehensive knowledge of self-

control interventions for behavior change in a

variety of contexts and populations.

40.2 Definitions

In order to discuss self-control interventions, it is

first important to define two core concepts: self-

control and self-control training. Self-control can
be defined as the process of giving precedence to
distal, long-term motives over proximal, short-

term motives when these motives conflict.
Prioritization may occur by resisting the proxi-

mal, short-term motives (such as temptations,

impulses, desires) or by using self-control strate-

gies that give way to long-term goals (De Ridder

et al., 2012; Fujita, 2011; Gillebaart & De Ridder,

2015; Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009; see also

Chapter 11, this volume).

It is important to distinguish trait from state
self-control: Trait self-control is the dispositional

propensity to exert self-control that differs

between individuals and is relatively stable within

individuals over time (Tangney et al., 2004). State

self-control refers to the capacity for self-control

that differs within individuals across contexts and

situations. Existing self-control interventions pri-

marily address state self-control but new interven-

tions aimed at trait self-control are emerging (De

Ridder et al., 2019). Self-control training refers to

a variety of interventions aimed at enhancing the

probability that individuals prioritize their long-

termmotives over their short-term ones when they

are in conflict (Berkman, 2018).

40.3 Theory and Mechanisms
of Change

Traditionally, trait self-control research has focused

on effortful inhibition as the core (and sometimes

sole) component of self-control (e.g., Baumeister,

2014; Tangney et al., 2004). Recent theory and

research has expanded this approach and proposed

that people with higher trait self-control may also

benefit from directly prioritizing their long-term

goals, which may be achieved by strategies that

take less effort than inhibiting impulses (De Ridder

et al., 2012; Duckworth, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007;

Fujita, 2011;Gillebaart&DeRidder, 2015;Trope&

Fishbach, 2000). Specifically, a meta-analysis on

trait self-control showed robust associations with

outcomes that were stronger for behaviors that

were rated as “automatic” as compared to behaviors

that were rated as “controlled” (De Ridder et al.,

2012). Recent research corroborated these findings
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by demonstrating that habits (i.e., behaviors that

may occur with little effort or conscious intention;

see Chapter 13, this volume) consistently mediate

the association between trait self-control and beha-

vior in the areas of eating, exercising, and study

behavior (Adriaanse et al., 2014; Galla &

Duckworth, 2015; Gillebaart & Adriaanse, 2017).

One implication of thesefindings is that automatiza-

tion of goal-conducive behavior may become less

effortful over time.Another implication is that prior-

itization of long-term motives does not need to

happen in the heat of the moment of a self-control

conflict but may also happen long before and in fact

help individuals experience fewer conflicts in the

first place (Hofmann, Baumeister et al., 2012).

Besides the automatization of self-control as a

way of successfully prioritizing long-termmotives

over short-term ones, scholars have also started to

examine “strategic self-control,” that is, the

employment of self-control skills as a function of

situational requirements (Ayduk et al., 2000;

Gillebaart & De Ridder, 2015; Fujita, 2011;

Friese, Hofmann, & Wiers, 2011). For example,

a set of studies on academic study behavior

showed that students with a higher level of trait

self-control more often used an avoidant strategy

by opting for a room without distractions to study

in instead of a room with more opportunity to

socialize (Ent, Baumeister, & Tice, 2015). In addi-

tion, it has been proposed that people may rely on

a set of strategies that could either be more “ante-

cedent” to the self-control dilemma (and may

potentially avoid the dilemma to fully unfold) or

be more “reactive” to an already unfolded

dilemma. Reactive strategies take more effort to

resolve the dilemma (Duckworth, Gendler, &

Gross, 2016). This is reminiscent of classic work

by Mischel and colleagues, who mapped a

number of similar strategies from their delay-of-

gratification studies in children (Mischel, Shoda,

& Rodriguez, 1989). However, a more solid evi-

dence base to serve as a foundation for self-control

interventions is still needed to support these ideas

on strengthening strategies for self-control.

The contemporary view on trait self-control as

going beyond effortful inhibition also holds

implications for mechanisms of change that feed

into self-control interventions. Trait self-control

is considered to be relatively stable over time

within an individual. However, this does not

mean that there is no potential for improvement.

Self-control interventions in this area have

mainly focused on enhancing trait self-control

by making self-control exertion more habitual

and training the inhibition of impulsive tenden-

cies toward short-term gratification. Improving

the inhibitory part of trait self-control can poten-

tially be achieved by direct training of “inhibitory

control” as a core component of executive

functioning (Diamond & Lee, 2011; Hofmann,

Schmeichel, & Baddeley, 2012). Classic para-

digms that have been used to gauge and train

inhibitory self-control are go/no-go tasks

(Donders, 1969) and stop-signal tasks (Lappin

& Eriksen, 1966). Go/no-go tasks typically con-

sist of a neutral set of stimuli and a set of target

stimuli that are related to the undesired behavior

that would need to be inhibited. Participants are

instructed to respond as fast as possible (e.g., by

pressing a button) to the neutral stimuli (go).

Participants are also instructed to not respond to

target stimuli (no-go). By repeating this for a

number of trials, an association between inhibi-

tion and the target behavior is built that can carry

over to actual behavior outside the task (e.g.,

Houben et al., 2011; Jones & Field, 2013;

Veling, Aarts, & Papies, 2011). Stop-signal

tasks typically also consist of neutral stimuli and

target stimuli related to the undesired behavior.

Participants need to categorize both types of sti-

muli as quickly as possible, except when there is a

so-called stop signal (e.g., visually or auditory)

presented right after the stimulus. A stop signal

thus means that participants need to inhibit their

already initiated response to the stimulus. This

would lead to an association between “target” and

“stop” that may again carry over into subsequent

target behavior (Lawrence et al., 2015). However,
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in spite of initial promising findings, recent

research has convincingly demonstrated that this

kind of self-control training has little or no

transfer effects, making it a poor candidate for

implementation into self-control interventions

(Jones et al., 2018).

A different type of inhibition training has

been inspired by the strength or limited resource

model of self-control (Baumeister et al., 1998;

Baumeister & Vohs, 2016). This model under-

stands self-control as the ability to control domi-

nant responses such as impulses and emotions

and thus heavily focuses on inhibition as the key

characteristic of self-control (Baumeister, 2014).

According to the model, exerting self-control

draws on a domain-general and limited resource,

which leads to depletion of the resource and an

increased risk of subsequent failure after initial

attempts at self-control. The bulk of work on the

strength model of self-control is concerned with

within-person fluctuations in self-control perfor-

mance (Friese et al., 2019; Inzlicht & Friese,

2019). A smaller number of studies has examined

the idea that self-control could be improved with

practice. Following the frequently used metaphor

that self-control works like a muscle or a kind

of strength, the model posits that temporary

demands may “weaken the muscle,” whereas

repeated training would lead to a “stronger

muscle” (Muraven, Baumeister, & Tice, 1999).

Training tasks may involve a variety of

exercises aimed at repeatedly overriding domi-

nant responses or inhibiting impulses. For exam-

ple, participants have been instructed to use

their nondominant hand for everyday tasks

(Miles et al., 2016), control their language use

(Finkel et al., 2009), or utilize a handgrip several

times a day until exhaustion of hand muscle

strength (Job, Friese, & Bernecker, 2015). After

repeatedly performing these self-control acts over

a period of time, self-control should improve.

Training success is primarily inferred in two

ways: either from greater overall self-control

strength as indicated by better performance in

self-control tasks or from reduced susceptibility

to ego depletion effects, reflecting greater sta-

mina in the face of high self-control demands.

Importantly, because self-control is believed to

be a domain-general construct, the strength

model suggests that practicing self-control in

one domain should lead to broad improvements

in other domains requiring self-control. Whereas

the strength model has inspired the majority of

self-control interventions, it should be noted that

it has been questioned on many occasions along

with the implied notion of a “limited resource”

(De Ridder, Kroese, & Gillebaart, 2018; Friese

et al., 2019). An alternative explanation for the

mechanism behind training effects based on the

strength model may be that people create adap-

tive routines as a result of repeated engagements

in tasks that originally required effortful inhibi-

tion (De Ridder et al., 2019).

40.4 Evidence Base

In order to create a good overview of the current

state of self-control training literature, it is useful

to discuss the evidence for self-control training

on two distinct levels (De Houwer, 2011;

Gieseler, Loschelder, & Friese, 2019). The beha-

vioral level refers to improvement in self-control

behavior as a result of an intervention, such as

those mentioned in Section 40.3. In contrast, the

process level focuses on the psychological pro-

cesses that mediate or explain the behavioral

effect of self-control training on self-control

outcomes. Even though the literature on self-

control interventions is growing, evidence on

both levels of analyses is still relatively scarce.

Looking first at habits as a way of improving

trait self-control, there is a limited number of

studies that have tested whether changes in habi-

tual exertion of self-control lead to changes in

self-control capacity over time (De Ridder et al.,

2019; Gillebaart et al., 2019). Results from these

studies are promising. At the behavioral level,

an increase in self-control capacity has been
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observed as a result of a self-control interventions

focusing on regular practice of self-chosen self-

control behavior in different domains (e.g.,

health, interpersonal behavior; De Ridder et al.,

2019). At the process level, repetition, a core

component of habit formation (Verplanken &

Orbell, 2003; Chapters 13 and 41, this volume),

of both self-control behaviors (De Ridder, et al.,

2019) and improved responding to self-control

dilemmas (Gillebaart et al., 2019) seems to

drive these improvements in general capacity

for self-control. However, these studies are a

starting point rather than a solid evidence base

and more research is needed to corroborate and

extend them.

A second direction for improving trait self-

control is inhibitory control training tasks. As

mentioned, go/no-go and stop-signal tasks have

been demonstrated to affect subsequent target

behavior such as drinking alcohol or eating

unhealthy food at the behavioral level (e.g., Jones

& Field, 2013; Veling et al., 2011). Meta-analyses

have revealed a small but significant effect of these
types of training (Allom,Mullan, & Hagger, 2016;

Jones et al., 2016), with stronger effects for go/no-

go compared to stop-signal–based training pro-

grams (Allom et al., 2016). However, beneficial
effects were only demonstrated immediately after

the training – questioning their longevity (Allom et

al., 2016) – and primarily for participants who

were motivated for behavior change (Jones et al.,

2016). At the process level, there is a need for

further research on the underlying processes of

these types of interventions. For example, there is

debate about the mechanisms underlying effects of

training on go/no-go tasks on self-control

improvements, which could be attributable to

decreased affective associations (Veling et al.,

2017) rather than increased inhibitory control

(Jones et al., 2016).

A recent preregistered randomized controlled

trial went beyond the proof-of-concept studies

summarized in existing meta-analyses (Jones et

al., 2018). In this study, heavy drinkers were

assigned to one of three training conditions

(alcohol-specific go/no-go, alcohol-specific
stop-signal, general stop-signal) or an active con-

trol condition (categorizing alcohol and station-

ery pictures without requirement for inhibition).

Participants attended up to fourteen training ses-

sions over a four-week period and recorded their

alcohol consumption. Results revealed that all

groups reduced their alcohol consumption but

there was no specific effect of any training con-

dition on either alcohol consumption, inhibitory

control, or affective associations with alcohol.

These findings highlight that the empirical evi-

dence and theoretical understanding of inhibitory

control training do not yet warrant recommenda-

tions for interventions in applied contexts.

A similar picture emerges for self-control

training interventions based on the strength

model of self-control. Two recent meta-analyses

have summarized the current evidence for this

kind of interventions that seek to train the

self-control “muscle” (Beames, Schofield, &

Denson, 2018; Friese et al., 2017). Both meta-

analyses included only studies that employed a

self-control training entailing repeated control

over dominant responses, measured self-control

outcomes in a different domain than the training,

and assessed outcomes at least one day after the

final training session. Average effect sizes were

g = 0.30 (Friese et al., 2017) and g = 0.36

(Beames et al., 2018), falling within the small-

to-medium range and a bit smaller than the aver-

age effect in social psychology (Richard, Bond,

& Stokes-Zoota, 2003). One particularly regret-

table shortcoming of this literature from a prac-

tical perspective is that only a minority of

studies included a follow-up and the ones that

did employed only a few days after the interven-

tion ended. As a result, current evidence is not

sufficient to provide a conclusive evaluation to

estimate the longevity of the effects of this kind

of self-control training. For details on the meta-

analytic results of this type of intervention, see

Sidebar 40.1.
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In summary, evidence for the effectiveness of

self-control training is promising but many ques-

tions remain unanswered with respect to the

robustness and longevity of the effects on beha-

vior change. In particular, evidence at the process

level is largely absent. It is unclear as to

which mediating variables and processes explain

observed training effects. A multitude of pro-

cesses that might be involved have been sug-

gested, such as improved goal setting or greater

self-efficacy (Inzlicht, Legault, & Teper, 2014),

increased motivation for self-control (Beames

et al., 2018), and enhanced self-control beliefs

(Berkman, 2018). To date, none of these proposed

mechanisms has been conclusively tested

empirically. More research is needed that (1)

focuses on plausible boundary conditions of the

training effect (e.g., change motivation in partici-

pants); (2) examines potential mechanisms,

including a closer examination of expectancy

effects; and (3) goes beyond small-scale proof-

of-concept studies and takes a more comprehen-

sive approach in larger nonstudent samples.

40.5 Preliminary Guidelines for Self-
Control Interventions

In terms of establishing a guideline that describes

typical means of delivery, target audience and

behavior, enabling and inhibiting factors, training

Sidebar 40.1 Meta-analytic evidence on self-control training

Twometa-analyses have explored the effects of self-control training (i.e., overriding a
predominant response) on self-control outcomes (Beames et al., 2018; Friese et al.,
2017). In these meta-analyses, several aspects of self-control training studies were
considered. For example, various types of training were defined (computerized
inhibitory control training, nondominant hand tasks, squeezing a hand strength
training device, posture training, and dieting instructions) but these different types
did not differ significantly in their effectiveness. Similarly, length of training did not
change effectiveness and no differences were found for outcomes in affect and well-
being, inhibitory control (before or after a laboratory self-control task intended to
weaken momentary self-control capacity), physical persistence, and health behavior.
Furthermore, outcomes that were measured in the lab were similar to those
measured in real-life settings and effectiveness did not differ between behavioral,
self-reported, or cognitive outcomes. The type of incentive for participation also did
not moderate effects. Note, however, that some of these nonsignificant moderator
analyses may well be due to a lack of statistical power: less than thirty-five studies
were eligible for inclusion in the meta-analyses.

Some other factors did impact the training results: Published studies reported bigger
effect sizes compared to unpublished studies; studies with active control conditions
showed smaller effects than studies with inactive control conditions; bigger participant
samples demonstrated smaller effects than smaller participant samples; and research
groups that included proponents of the strengthmodel reported larger effect sizes than
other research groups. Finally, the distinction between self-control strength (self-control
exertion without depletion) and self-control stamina (self-control exertion after
depletion) proved meaningful: Self-control training affected self-control stamina to a
significantly larger extent than it affected self-control strength.
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and skills required, intensiveness, and evaluation

of fidelity, more robust evidence is required than

the present state of the research literature can

provide. Before recommendations can be made

for translating self-control interventions into a

comprehensive protocol that can be applied in

real-life settings, more systematic research is

needed on the different potential pathways to

self-control improvement. A handful of prelimin-

ary guidelines based on the currently available

evidence on self-control interventions are

described in Sidebar 40.2.

40.5.1 Typical Means of Delivery

There are several means to deliver self-control

interventions. All training programs described in

this chapter either involve tasks that are provided

in person by a trainer or facilitator or involve

tasks that people can perform at home after

instruction by a trainer or facilitator. Internet

interventions or regular practice with the help of

a smartphone or portable device “app” (or regis-

tration of completed tasks by “app”) have also

been employed (see Chapter 29, this volume).

These tasks involve either training of inhibitory

behavior or prioritization of goal-directed beha-

vior by frequent practice, as described in previous

sections. However, to date, most self-control

interventions have been delivered as part of a

scientific study, primarily in student populations,

and have therefore not been employed in the

context of a regular intervention for the general

public. Moreover, these studies typically employ

lab tasks (such as solving anagrams), which

might not be very involving for people outside

academia (De Ridder et al., 2019), with the

exception of studies that aim to engage people

Sidebar 40.2 Example of a self-control intervention protocol

Studies on self-control interventions have demonstrated that practicing self-control
for a specified period of time (often two weeks) in one domain – for example, by
using one’s nondominant hand for daily routines, avoiding sweets, or squeezing a
spring-loaded handgrip trainer – can lead to improvement in another unrelated
domain, as assessed by performance on laboratory tasks under ego depletion or by
self-control behavior in or outside the lab (for meta-analytic evidence, see Friese
et al., 2017). Very few studies have employed more meaningful training tasks that
speak tomembers of the community and that are engaging for a long period of time.
One example is a study on improving the capacity for self-control (De Ridder et al.,
2019) that required participants to regularly practice a behavior they considered
personally important but thus far had not managed to perform on a regular basis.
They were provided with a choice of behaviors relating to either health,
interpersonal, financial, or environmental issues and were asked to indicate in which
particular contexts they wanted to practice (e.g., eating fruit when having breakfast,
being patient when talking to a friend, saving money when in the supermarket, or
recycling when tidying up). It was emphasized that they should choose a behavior
and context that allowed them to practice on a daily basis (e.g., when they chose
exercise, it was explained that a ten-minute walk was more feasible than an hour at
the gym). The findings from this study show that practicing these tasks for about four
months led to a considerable improvement in self-control capacity.
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in practicing tasks that most people would recog-

nize as tedious but need-to-be-done jobs (such as

folding one’s clothes before going to sleep, doing

the dishes, or keeping a record of personal

finances; De Ridder et al., 2019; Muraven et al.,

1999). Future research on self-control interven-

tions should spend more attention on these kinds

of meaningful tasks that speak to motivation for

self-control. Different from existing interventions

(e.g., inhibition training or strengthening the self-

control resource) that posit that task relevance is

not important, this new perspective suggests that

meaningfulness of training tasks does matter.

40.5.2 Target Audience and Behaviors

The majority of intervention research on self-con-

trol interventions has employed student samples.

Only a minority has involved community samples

and many of those interventions did not prove

effective in these broader samples (Beames et al.,

2018), with the exception of a few interventions

that demonstrated improvement in self-control

capacity in at-risk populations in the general com-

munity (De Ridder et al., 2018; Wang, Raoa, &

Houserb, 2017). Training tasks may target a broad

variety of behaviors but many interventions are

aimed at appetitive behaviors such as food and

alcohol consumption (e.g., Allom et al., 2016;

Friese et al., 2011). The focus on these latter types

of behaviors is unsurprising, given that many peo-

ple experience problems with regulating their

appetites (Hofmann, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2012).

However, self-control interventions in other beha-

vioral domains such as personal finances, social
behavior, media use, or procrastination should

be considered in more detail, as many people

experience self-control problems in these areas of

life as well.

40.5.3 Enabling or Inhibiting Factors

As discussed in this chapter, a clear overview of

factors that may moderate training effectiveness

is difficult to identify at this stage, as most eva-

luations of intervention effectiveness focus on

establishing behavioral effects without consider-

ing personal characteristics (e.g., motivation for

self-control, capacity for self-control; De Ridder

et al., 2019) or contextual aspects (e.g., poor

living circumstances, personal circumstances;

Watts, Duncan, & Quan, 2018) that may promote

training adherence or effectiveness. Also, cultural

factors may be relevant, as recent research has

suggested that, for example, in Asian cultures

exercising self-control is regarded as energizing

rather than as requiring effort (Savani & Job,

2017). These factors deserve more attention in

future research.

40.5.4 Training and Skills Required

Ideally, self-control interventions should be

aimed at people with poor self-control skills or a

lack of personal resources as they may benefit
most from improving self-control. However, at

this stage, it is unclear to what extent people

who are struggling with self-control issues, such

as those with problems with alcohol abuse, exces-

sive food intake, or financial matters, are even

interested in training self-control or capable

of performing self-control training tasks. An

experience sampling study on self-regulation in

a community sample revealed that people with

low self-control dropped out of the study at an

early stage (Prinsen et al., 2018), demonstrating

that it may not be so easy to involve participants

who may benefit the most.

40.5.5 Intensiveness and Fidelity

Formats for self-control interventions are, gener-

ally speaking, not very intensive and comprise a

limited number of training sessions in a limited

time frame, mostly lasting for two weeks or less,

in a lab setting or online with easy-to-perform

tasks. Notwithstanding this low-intense format,

adhering to training tasks and/or attending
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sessions may be problematic for participants with

initially low levels of self-control (Prinsen et al.,

2018), suggesting that even low-intensity formats

of self-control interventions should pay attention

to making training involvement an engaging

activity. A recent study on self-control practice

that involved personally relevant training tasks

revealed that practicing self-chosen tasks was a

reason for participants to persist with the inter-

vention for a period of almost four months (De

Ridder et al., 2019).

40.6 Further Requirements for a
Step-by-Step Guide

Considering the overall limited and inconclusive

evidence for behavioral effects of self-control

training, and the lack of insight into its working

mechanisms, the compilation of a detailed step-

by-step guide is largely dependent on the findings
of future research. This section includes a list of

issues that need to be clarified before such a step-
by-step guide can be construed.

40.6.1 Working Mechanisms

Studies on self-control training have mainly

focused on documenting the behavioral effects of

these interventions, precluding insights into the

processes that may mediate these effects. Trait

self-control improvement studies have given a

first inkling as to the nature of potential mediating

processes (i.e., behavioral repetition leading to

self-control routines, De Ridder et al., 2018;

responsivity to self-control dilemmas, Gillebaart

et al., 2019) but the remainder of studies shows no

or inconclusive findings on underlying processes.

Similarly, in the area of state self-control training,

the underlying processes remain unclear. Before

using self-control intervention programs based on

these studies, there is first a need to focus not only
on further establishing the effectiveness but also

on unravelling potential mediating andmoderating

processes.

40.6.2 Sustainability of Effects

Self-control is required for achieving one’s long-

term goals in the face of temptation. This means

that developing self-control interventions for those

who struggle with long-term goal pursuit is only

viable when their effects are sustained over a longer

period of time. In turn, this implies that more long-

itudinal studies should be done to test self-control

training. Training studies based on the strength

model of self-control typically do not go beyond

two weeks (Friese et al., 2017), with the exception

of a six-week training reported in Miles et al.

(2016), which may be too short for determining

effects in terms of goal accomplishment (e.g.,

health goals usually need more than a few weeks

to be achieved). Initial longitudinal studies into trait

self-control improvement have employed a longer

time frame, with a duration up to 110 days (75 days

on average), and suggest that positive effects do

seem to hold over this period of time (De Ridder

et al., 2019; Gillebaart et al., 2019).

40.6.3 Near vs. Far Transfer

Ideally, self-control interventions should improve

a general self-control capacity, skill, or resource

and not self-control performance that is specific to
one domain. Improved documentation of near and

far transfer is therefore a crucial and urgent

research direction. Research on trait self-control

improvement has investigated the effect of specific
acts of self-control on the general capacity for self-

control (De Ridder et al., 2019; Gillebaart et al.,

2019) but more often is focused on the effects of

training a very specific behavior in one domain

without considering the effects on related domains

(e.g., Veling et al., 2011; Wiers et al., 2010). The

strength model of self-control assumes that self-

control relies on a domain-general resource, sug-

gesting that improving self-control by practice

should lead to broad improvements in behaviors

that require self-control across various domains

(Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007). These kinds of
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interventions therefore tend to focus on training

self-control in one specific domain (e.g., using

one’s nondominant hand for everyday tasks) and

testing self-control in another, usually equally spe-

cific domain (e.g., performance on a depletion task

in the lab or self-reports on specific behaviors).

Ideally, a more systematic study of near transfer

(i.e., determine whether the effect of training one

specific self-control behavior holds over time) and

far transfer (i.e., determine whether the effect of

training one specific self-control behavior gener-

alizes to unrelated self-control behaviors) would

give a better overview of how self-control inter-

ventions perform on a generalizability dimension

and provide some clues for determining the

specificity of training tasks.

40.7 Summary and Conclusion

Summarizing, self-control is essential in many

behavioral domains, and improving self-control

through interventions holds the potential for sig-

nificant impact, specifically for those who strug-

gle with low levels of self-control. However,

although the current evidence base on self-control

training is growing, it is, in its current form,

insufficient to inform wide-scale implementation

of interventions. Several identified gaps could be
addressed in future research. For example, cur-

rent findings do not provide conclusive evidence

on near versus far transfer of training effects.

Studying these effects in participant samples

that resemble the target audience for self-control

interventions (i.e., individuals that struggle with

low self-control, are motivated to improve, and

willing to partake in a self-control training pro-

gram) would provide useful information. The

latter aspect should not be underestimated:

Many self-control studies are carried out with

relatively privileged groups who may already

possess high levels of self-control (e.g., students)

and studies have shown early dropout from those

with low self-control. In fact, the field needs to

resolve and cultivate theoretical and empirical

debate on several aspects of self-control in addi-

tion to studying self-control training. For exam-

ple, the introduction of habits as a component or

process of self-control and the notion of situa-

tional strategies for self-control have provided a

perspective on self-control that is broader than it

has been for a long time. Integrating these differ-

ent aspects in a self-control training regimen is a

necessary step to take before conclusive practical

advice can be given.
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